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            Abstract
Arctic glaciers and ice caps are major contributors to past, present and future sea-level fluctuations. Continued global warming may eventually lead to the equilibrium line altitudes of these ice masses rising above their highest points, triggering unstoppable downwasting. This may feed future sea-level rise considerably. We here present projections for the timing of equilibrium-line loss at the major Arctic ice cap Vestfonna, Svalbard. The projections are based on spatially distributed climatic mass balance modelling driven by the outputs of multiple climate models from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) forced by the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) 2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5. Results indicate strongly decreasing climatic mass balances over the 21st century for all RCPs considered. Glacier-wide mass-balance rates will drop down to −4 m a−1 w.e. (water equivalent) at a maximum. The date at which the equilibrium line rises above the summit of Vestfonna (630 m above sea level) is calculated to range between 2040 and 2150, depending on scenario.
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Climate change is one of the major challenges humanity has to face during the 21st century1. Its observed effects are numerous, with increased mass loss from glaciers and ice caps and their substantial contribution to 20th century sea-level rise being among the most prominent2,3. In this context, Arctic glaciers and ice caps are especially important due to their large ice volumes and extensive surfaces4 that provide a direct interface with respect to climatic and oceanic forcing and thus to climate change itself. As the Arctic is, moreover, the region of highest predicted future air-temperature increases5 the importance of Arctic ice masses for sea-level rise is expected to persist or even increase in the future6.
The major Arctic ice bodies surround the Arctic Ocean at similar latitudes. However, they show inhomogeneous behaviour in recent times. The glaciers and ice caps of the Canadian Arctic archipelagos experienced a mass loss of 61 ± 7 Gt a−1 that is equivalent to a negative mass balance of −0.41 m w.e. a−1 (ref. 7). In contrast, over the Eurasian Arctic archipelagos distinctly smaller mass loss occurred. The Russian Arctic ice caps lost 9.1 ± 2.0 Gt a−1 or −0.17 m w.e. a−1 (ref. 8), while the glaciers and ice caps of Svalbard only lost 4.3 ± 1.4 Gt a−1 or −0.12 m w.e. a−1 (ref. 9). The second largest single ice body of Svalbard, the ice cap Vestfonna, that covers ~2340 km2 of the island Nordaustlandet with surface elevations of up to 630 m a.s.l. (above sea level)10 at around 80°N (Fig. 1), even showed a slightly positive mass balance of +0.05 m w.e. a−1 (ref. 11) over the period 1990–2005 and a slightly positive climatic mass balance (CMB) over the last three decades12,13. Firn core data further reveal slightly increased accumulation rates since the early 1990s14.
Figure 1
Map of the Svalbard archipelago indicating the location of Vestfonna and the locations of the grid points of the ten different GCMs from which data are used in this study.
The map was created using the IDL/ENVI software package.
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The behaviour of Svalbard's ice masses is underlain by a significant increase of precipitation over the 20th century15. Furthermore, Svalbard experiences the highest winter and spring warming across all the Arctic since approximately 198016. All together, the response of the glaciers and ice caps on the archipelago appears to be rather moderate when compared to the other Arctic regions7,8,9. However, in the near future the response might be considerably amplified, as air temperature and precipitation increases predicted for the Arctic over the 21st century are highest in the Svalbard region5 and especially over Nordaustlandet17. This suggests that, in addition to the Canadian Arctic glaciers, also the ice masses of Svalbard will experience considerably negative mass balances or will even approach a state of fatal downwasting.
The most widely used and most intuitive parameter for glacier health is the accumulation area ratio (AAR)18. It is defined as the ratio of the extent of the accumulation area to the extent of the entire glacier and thus represents the fraction of the area over which the glacier gains mass. The AAR is related to the mass balance via the equilibrium line altitude (ELA)19,20. More negative mass balance implies both a rising ELA and a diminishing AAR. This implies that as soon as the long-term average ELA rises above the maximum glacier elevation, i.e. the AAR reduces to zero, the glacier is condemned to final meltdown. A turning point is reached and thenceforth mass loss continues until the glacier disappears.
Responsible for the timing of this event is the evolution of the relation between the future increases of air temperature and precipitation. To a limited extent, an increase of precipitation is able to buffer the negative effects of an increase in air temperature21. However, as most glaciers show distinctly higher sensitivity to air temperature than to precipitation22 a continued increase of ablation soon dominates any possible increase of accumulation and drives the glacier mass balance into more and more negative states. For Svalbard, the future evolution of glacier mass balance has so far only been obtained for the tidewater glacier Hansbreen (southern Spitsbergen)23,24 or as part of global-scale studies for the entire archipelago6,25,26,27. We here present a refinement of these studies for a specific glacier on Svalbard that benefits from more detailed and thus accurate model-parameter calibrations and a spatially distributed model setup which, per se, suggests results of higher accuracy28. Forcing such a spatially distributed mass-balance model with downscaled global circulation model (GCM) output is known to provide a reliable way to project future mass-balance evolutions29,30,31.
We present projections of the reference-surface CMB of the ice cap Vestfonna until the end of the 21st century. The CMB of a glacier is formed by the sum of surface accumulation, surface ablation, meltwater that refreezes within the glacier and internal ablation32. In our calculations internal ablation is neglected and the CMB is calculated as a reference-surface balance. This means that both glacier extent and glacier surface elevations are kept constant over the entire modelling period32. No feedback between mass balance and the ice body occurs. The influence of possibly changing glacier topography on climate data is not included. We calculate only reference-surface CMB instead of the conventional mass balance because in addition to considerations of computational cost we wish to focus on glacier–climate relationships unobscured by the slower dynamical response of the glacier.
The spatially distributed mass balance model employed for this purpose was especially designed to reproduce local conditions on the ice cap12 on the basis of ERA-Interim data and has already been successfully used for a calculation of three decades of past CMB13. The model combines an accumulation scheme that is fitted to extensive field observations with a calibrated temperature-net radiation index approach for ablation modelling. The calculation of net shortwave radiation uses standard solar geometry algorithms and additionally accounts for modifications by cloud coverage and for temporally and spatially distributed surface albedo variations on the ice cap that are incorporated using a specially tailored minimal, statistical model33. Statistically downscaled daily air temperature and precipitation data as well as cloud cover data of the four climate-change scenarios Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) 2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5 (ref. 34) are used as model input (Fig. 2). Each of these scenarios is represented by an ensemble of ten different GCM runs (Table S26) that were part of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5). The ten GCMs are BCC-CSM1.1, CSIRO-Mk3.6.0, GFDL-ESM2G, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5, MIROC-ESM, MIROC-ESM-CHEM, MRI-CGCM3 and NorESM1-M.
Figure 2
Climate data used as input to the climatic mass balance model.
Downscaled air temperatures are shown in the first column, downscaled precipitation in the second column and cloud cover in the third column. Each line graph shows the outputs of ten different GCMs (colour code) and their means (black line). Ensembles belonging to the same RCP (2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5) are shown in the same row. The lower row shows a compilation of the respective means of the four RCPs.
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Special emphasis is placed in this study on the implications of future mass-balance variability for ELA and AAR evolution. With this study we present the first detailed modelling of future mass-balance evolution of any ice body on Svalbard. We also present estimated date ranges for the rise in ELA above the summit of Vestfonna under the influence of projected future climate forcing.


Results
Results are presented for the modelled CMB quantities and for the derived quantities CMB gradient, ELA and AAR. A separate subsection is dedicated to a description of model uncertainties.
Climatic mass balance
The projected 21st century evolution of the CMB of Vestfonna differs substantially according to the considered scenario. However, the overall picture shows continuously decreasing CMB for all four RCPs (Fig. 3). Starting at balanced or even slightly positive conditions at the beginning of the modelling period, the CMB become increasingly negative towards the end of the century. During the first decade (2006/2007–2015/2016) the mean annual CMB of all four scenarios are comparable at an overall mean of +0.03 m w.e. a−1 with the four scenario means ranging between −0.03 and +0.07 m w.e. a−1. The last decade (2089/2090–2098/2099), in contrast, shows considerably different CMB for the different scenarios (Fig. 3). Following the RCP 2.6, the CMB reaches −0.68 ± 0.02 m w.e. a−1. This value decreases to −1.58 ± 0.10 m w.e. a−1 and to −2.32 ± 0.11 m w.e. a−1 in the RCPs 4.5 and 6.0, respectively. For the RCP 8.5, the CMB over the last decade of the 21st century even shows a mean of −3.79 ± 0.19 m w.e. a−1. All but one out of forty runs indicate a continuously decreasing CMB over the modelling period. Only the GFDL-ESM2G run of the RCP 2.6 ensemble projects slightly increasing CMB values.
Figure 3
Modelled annual glacier-wide surface accumulation(a), rainfall (b), surface ablation (c), refreezing (d) and climatic mass balance (d) at Vestfonna.
The line graphs represent the ensemble means of the given RCPs with the error bars to the right of the line graphs indicating the 1σ intra-ensemble uncertainty ranges at the end of the modelling period. The grey-scale colour code of the error bars refers to the colour code of the line graphs. The colour shading behind the line graphs indicates periods with increases or decreases of the temporal trend of the respective quantity segmented according to RCP (indicated by the labels at the right).
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The evolution of the CMB of Vestfonna is largely controlled by the annual ablation rates, which increase continuously and substantially over the 21st century (Fig. 3). Annual accumulation, in contrast, only increases over the first decades of the modelling period. All ensemble means start continuous decreases by no later than 2031 that persist over the entire century. When following the RCP 8.5 annual accumulation is even ~19% lower at the end of the century than at the beginning. Correspondingly, liquid precipitation (rainfall) increases strongly and continuously over the entire modelling period (Fig. 3). As a deduced value that is dependent on the three mass balance-relevant quantities ablation, accumulation and rainfall, refreezing shows the most complex evolution over the 21st century (Fig. 3). Within all scenarios strongly increasing annual refreezing sums are predicted for the first two decades. In the RCP 8.5 projections the refreezing sums even increase by almost 20% within the first decade and the increase continues at reduced rates until the early 2040s. For the other three scenarios the increase of refreezing continues until the early 2090s. After reaching a maximum the annual refreezing decreases in all scenarios until the end of the century. The annual refreezing in RCP 8.5 even drops back to values similar to those at the beginning of the modelling period. However, even if the absolute amounts of refreezing tend to decrease over the 21st century, the relative importance of refreezing for CMB does not (Fig. 4). Whereas refreezing contributes around 40% to the absolute annual mass gain of Vestfonna at the beginning of the modelling period, the projections indicate that this share increases slightly and continuously to between 43 and 47% at the end of the century.
Figure 4
Variability of the relevance of refreezing processes for the climatic mass balance of Vestfonna over the 21st century.
The line graphs show annual values of the fraction of refreezing sums in the overall mass gain of Vestfonna (a) and of the fraction of meltwater that refreezes (b). Data represent the ensemble means of the RCPs.
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Derived quantities
The CMB gradient experiences a continuous steepening that starts to level off towards the end of the modelling period (Fig. 5). The ELA of the ice cap shows a continuous increase over the 21st century starting from 350 ± 32 m a.s.l. (mean ± one standard deviation of all 40 ensemble members) during the first decade (Fig. 5). The projected ELA evolutions, however, differ considerably between the four scenarios. The ensemble-mean ELA increases at decadal rates of 19.0 m (RCP 2.6), 35.8 (RCP 4.5), 53.4 m (RCP 6.0) and 75.5 m (RCP 8.5). This means that for the RCP 2.6 the ensemble-mean ELA stays within the altitude range of Vestfonna over the entire modelling period. Only one GCM out of ten (MIROC-ESM) predicts an ELA exceeding the summit altitude before the end of the century (Fig. 5).
Figure 5
Modelled annual climatic mass balance gradients (first column), equilibrium line altitudes (second column) and accumulation area ratios (third column).
Each graph shows outputs of ten different GCMs (colour code) and their mean. Given means are either calculated on an annual basis from values of all ten GCMs of the respective ensemble (black line) or estimated by also using extrapolated annual values for some GCMs (dashed black line, cf. also subsection Analysis of results). Ensembles belonging to the same RCP (2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5) are shown in the same row.
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The dates of equilibrium-line loss, i.e. of the dates when the projected ELAs exceed the summit altitude of Vestfonna and the extent of the accumulation area reduces to zero, range between 2043/2044 (RCP 8.5) and 2151/2152 (RCP 2.6) (Fig. 6, Table 1). While the initial AAR of Vestfonna, 0.59 ± 0.06 (mean ± one standard deviation of all 40 ensemble members) during the first decade of modelling, indicates a quasi steady-state glacier, this situation rapidly changes over the modelling period. Halving of the initial AAR already occurs between the 2020s (RCP 8.5) and the 2080s (RCP 2.6) (Table 1).
Table 1 Key figures of the evolution of the accumulation area of Vestfonna according to the four different RCPs. The reference value for accumulation-area ratio (AAR) halving is 0.59 ± 0.06, which is the mean AAR (± one standard deviation of all 40 ensemble members) during the first decade of modelling. The equilibrium-line loss displays the dates when the ensemble mean (i.e. from 10 GCMs per RCP) equilibrium-line altitude exceeds the summit altitude of Vestfonna (cf. Fig. 6). The global circulation model (GCM) share gives the number of GCMs out of the ensemble of ten GCMs per RCP that predict an equilibrium-line loss before the end of the 21st centuryFull size table

Figure 6
Timing of equilibrium-line loss for the four RCPs.
Timings for the individual GCMs of the respective ensemble members are indicated by colour code. For GCMs where no permanent equilibrium-line loss is observed during the modelling period, the timings are derived from extrapolations of the linear temporal trends. In this case also the 95% confidence intervals of the linear fits are shown. The period before equilibrium-line loss is calculated from the mean ELA time series shown in Figure 5.
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Uncertainties
Ref. 35 presents a detailed discussion of the main sources of uncertainty that influence the accuracy of future projections in the context of climate change. The two main sources are the scenario uncertainty and the model uncertainty. The former describes the spread between the different scenarios, i.e. the RCPs and the latter the spread between the different GCM runs of each scenario. The third source considered by ref. 35 is the natural uncertainty which represents the variance of the future climate projections and thus short-term departures from the long-term trend. An integrated consideration of these three sources is not feasible. The individual uncertainties need to be considered separately.
We here use given future climate projections to drive a glacier mass-balance model, which is another source of uncertainty. We call this last source 'method uncertainty'. It also needs to be considered separately from the other three sources of uncertainty.
The four sources of uncertainty show substantially different behaviour with respect to time. For the beginning of the study period, scenario uncertainty and model uncertainty are assumed to be negligible because all climate data from the different GCMs and RCPs were downscaled to fit present local conditions and the uncertainties are thus subtracted out. Afterwards, both uncertainties show an increase over time. The natural uncertainty, in contrast, is characterized by an indistinct behaviour with time. The evolution of method uncertainty is not quantifiable at all when statistical methods are applied. Statistical methods assume stationarity of the present conditions under which their calibration was carried out. With respect to mass-balance modelling, future changes of snowpack characteristics or ice rheology might thus increase method uncertainty in the future. However, neither these potential changes nor their impacts can be quantified with present knowledge. For the uncertainty discussion we thus only refer to the present magnitude of method uncertainty without considering its potential increase over time.
The overall picture of model results is very consistent and individual values are sufficiently accurate to serve as reliable indicators for future ice-cap behaviour. This can be seen from a comparison of the CMB values modelled in this study and the CMB values modelled by ref. 13. Both studies show an overlap in the period 2006–2011 and used the same CMB model. During the original calibration the model was forced with ERA-Interim data13. As the CMB values of the earlier study13 result from a forcing by statistically downscaled ERA-Interim data, a comparison to these earlier results forms an indirect but straightforward indication of the method uncertainty in the modelled CMB. A comparison with 20 in situ measured point balances from the period 2008–2012 gives additional insights.
Root mean square (RMS) errors of the differences between annual, glacier-wide CMB in this study and in the earlier study13 lie in the range 0.11 ± 0.02 m w.e. a−1 to 0.16 ± 0.04 m w.e. a−1 (mean ± one standard deviation of the individual ensemble RMS errors) for the four scenario ensembles (Table 2, Table S27, Fig. S1). Taking into account the original RMS error (0.18 m w.e.) of the CMB values in the earlier study13 the overall method uncertainty for this study can be expected to lie between 0.21 and 0.24 m w.e. when applying error propagation (Table 2). This estimation matches the RMS errors derived from the comparison of the CMB in this study to the 20 stake-based point balance measurements that range between 0.20 ± 0.03 m w.e. and 0.23 ± 0.06 m w.e. depending on scenario (Table 2, Table S28, Fig. S2).
Table 2 Ranges of method uncertainty of modelled climatic mass balances expressed as annual root mean square (RMS) errors for glacier-wide CMB and point CMB. The glacier-wide balance covers the mass-balance years 2006/07–2010/11 and is derived from ref.14, which used the model of the present study but forced it with ERA-Interim data. Reference data for the comparison of point balances are formed by multi-annual repeat measurements (n = 20) at a network of stakes on the northwestern slope of Vestfonna from the period 2008–2012 (ref. 14). Given error ranges result from propagation of the RMS errors of the glacier-wide balances and the RMS error of the model results of the study by ref. 14 (±0.18 m w.e.). Unit is m w.e. a−1 and given values show the ensemble mean ± one standard deviation of the respective ten ensemble membersFull size table

The model uncertainty, i.e. the one sigma intra-ensemble spread, of the CMB time series of RCP 4.5 (6.0, 8.5) exceeds the method uncertainty of 0.22 m w.e. (0.23 m w.e., 0.24 m w.e.) from the first half of the 2030s onwards (Fig. S3). In case of RCP 2.6 the model uncertainty exceeds the method uncertainty of 0.21 m w.e. from the first half of the 2040s onwards. All dates for equilibrium line-loss lie beyond these dates. Therefore, model uncertainties are exclusively given in the presentation of results. Scenario uncertainty is additionally accounted for by presenting the results separately for each RCP.
Regarding the timings of equilibrium-line loss it has to be borne in mind that the given dates represent the instant when the loss occurs at the latest. The CMB modelling in this study is based on a fixed reference surface. However, in reality the increasingly negative CMB will induce a lowering of the surface across the entire ice cap. This, in turn, causes a feedback chain, resulting in even more negative CMB and thus faster and stronger surface lowering. Therefore, it is likely that the real date of equilibrium-line loss will be earlier than derived from the calculated CMB gradients with a fixed surface geometry. It can be expected that the time delay in modelling lies in the order of years in RCP 8.5 and increases towards the order of decades in RCP 2.6. The dates of equilibrium-line loss presented here are thus very conservative estimates.
Additionally, unquantifiable uncertainty is introduced by the fact that our model does not account for any glacier dynamics, including calving losses at the marine-terminating outlet glaciers. Calving losses do not alter the CMB profile that is used to determine the dates of equilibrium-line loss but they influence glacier dynamics in a way that might change the rates of ice-cap lowering. Any quantification of the calving losses and their potential influences on the results is, however, far beyond the possibilities and the scope of this study.
Also the assumption of stationarity of present conditions that has to be made in any statistical approach calibrated under present conditions induces unquantifiable uncertainty into the results. This includes the fixed parameters of air temperature and precipitation downscaling that might be inaccurate under different conditions of regional atmospheric circulation. The fixed refreezing parameterization and the parameters of the statistical albedo model might also become inaccurate under changed future snow-cover conditions.
Taken together, we acknowledge that the calculation approach used in this study shows a variety of unquantifiable uncertainties that weakens the accuracy of the results. However, it is expected that the model uncertainty combined with the scenario uncertainty is far larger than any of the unquantified influences. This gives our results the potential to act as a reliable 'crystal ball' into the future of Vestfonna ice cap. However, the findings should still be consolidated with more advanced models using increasing computational capacities in the future.


Discussion
For the mass-balance years 1979/1980 to 2010/2011 a mean CMB rate of +0.09 ± 0.15 m w.e. a−1 was modelled for Vestfonna, showing a slight but insignificant negative trend13. The positive mean of CMB was associated with a mean ELA of 326 ± 55 m a.s.l. that increased with time, corresponding to the negative CMB trend13. Recent geodetic mass balance estimates covering all of Svalbard9,11 indicate that Vestfonna shows a distinctly above average mass balance. This qualitative relation is also backed by the fact that the AAR of Vestfonna at the beginning of the 21st century (~0.59; Fig. 5) lies almost at the upper one sigma error bound of the archipelago wide mean of 0.49 ± 0.15 presented by ref. 36. As expected, our projections are similar to these findings at the beginning of our modelling period. Furthermore, they indicate an unabated continuation of the observed trends into the future at distinctly higher rates. While no clear ELA trend was observed over the decades preceding our study period, the ELA evolution over the 21st century shows clearly positive trends that range between +19 m per decade according to the RCP 2.6 ensemble mean and +76 m per decade when following the RCP 8.5 (Fig. 5).
The ELA distribution over Svalbard shows higher altitudes towards the inner parts of the archipelago and lower ones towards the coasts when compared to the ELA at Vestfonna37. The surface elevations over the archipelago show, in general, a similar pattern and Vestfonna is the most extensive ice mass situated at rather low elevations. Taken together, these facts imply that on Vestfonna the ELA shows the highest relative position compared to the local vertical range of surface elevations. As the northeastern part of Svalbard is projected to show the most intensive warming in the future17, Vestfonna will become an archipelago-wide pioneer when it comes to equilibrium-line loss under the continued influence of climate change on Svalbard. However, even under present conditions several much smaller ice bodies on the archipelago have already lost their accumulation areas due to their low surface elevations (e.g. ref. 38).
Refreezing processes are known to form an important component of the mass balance of cold or polythermal glaciers and therefore of Vestfonna12,13,39. However, refreezing shows considerable future variability. For the last decades of the 20th century refrozen meltwater contributed about one third to the overall mass gain of Vestfonna as more than 40% of annual ablation was retained by refreezing13. The relative importance of refreezing for the CMB of the ice cap increased with time concurrent with the positive trend of annual exchange, i.e. of annual accumulation minus annual ablation, a quantity that increases with higher air temperature and higher precipitation. The substantial increases of air temperature and precipitation over the 21st century (Fig. 2) suggest a continuation of this trend. However, the consistent increase of air temperature leads to a rapid tailing off of the increase in annual accumulation. This occurs to the benefit of rainfall, which shows a disproportionate increase in the course of the 21st century (Fig. 3). Thus, the share of liquid precipitation, i.e. rainfall, in total precipitation increases linearly and reaches 16% (27%, 35%, 46%) in RCP 2.6 (4.5, 6.0, 8.5) by the end of the century. The specific combination of increasing air temperature and accumulation leads to an unabated increase of refreezing sums over the first decades of the modelling period. However, the rate of increase decreases (Fig. 3) and the share of refreezing becomes capped at about 47% (Fig. 4). Concurrent with that, a progressively smaller share of ablation is retained by refreezing processes. More and more meltwater turns into runoff and leaves Vestfonna into the ocean.
Projections by ref. 25 of glacier change over all of Svalbard based on the four RCPs yielded cumulative, archipelago-wide volume losses until the end of the 21st century of ~70–90%, depending on scenario. Ref. 26, in contrast, only modelled ensemble mean volume losses of ~65% for the RCP 4.5 and of ~70% for the RCP 8.5. A comparable modelling with forcing of the earlier mid-range A1B emission scenario40 showed an intra-ensemble spread between 30% and 80% of volume loss over the same period7. Transferring these results to region-wide mass balance, ref. 26 states a cumulative CMB of −115 ± 55 m w.e. between the first two and last two decades of the 21st century for the RCP 4.5. The RCP 4.5 projections for Vestfonna in our study yield a distinctly less negative cumulative CMB of −69 ± 41 m w.e. over the modelling period. Much of the difference might be attributable to the fact that our study projects reference-surface CMB evolutions that are based on unchanged glacier topographies, i.e. on a fixed surface extent combined with fixed surface elevations. Ref. 26, in contrast, accounted for continuous changes of the surface topography.
Taken together, these findings indicate that also in the future Vestfonna might retain its present qualitative relation to the archipelago-wide mass balance, i.e. a distinctly more positive state than Svalbard as a whole, even if our projections show that it will probably become a regional pioneer regarding equilibrium-line loss.


Methods
CMB projections are performed in a modelling framework consisting of an elevation dependent accumulation model, a fully spatially distributed ablation model and an elevation dependent surface-albedo model. The model is forced by daily air temperature, precipitation and cloud cover data. The implemented surface-albedo calculations, furthermore, require monthly values of positive degree-day (PDD) sums, snowfall and rain/snow ratio. The following sections describe data preparation and mass-balance modelling and finally an outline of the methods applied during the analysis of results.
Data preparation
The reference-surface CMB projections are based on a fixed surface extent of Vestfonna that was derived by manually digitizing the glacier outlines from a satellite image dating from August 17 2000. The image (EOS Data Gateway Granule ID: SC:ASTL1B 00-08-12:36:0010269001) was acquired by the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) onboard the Terra satellite. It is combined with a void-filled, 250 m-resolution version of the ASTER global digital elevation model (GDEM)12 for final representation of the static glacier surface.
All GCM data used to force the CMB projections originate from grid points in the vicinity of the study area (Fig. 1). From each GCM the four grid points situated closest to the centre of Vestfonna are considered. Each of the final air temperature and precipitation input time series (Fig. 2) is generated from data of the four grid points by using a statistical downscaling procedure in order to make those data fit local conditions at the ice cap. By using statistical instead of dynamical downscaling we exploit the advantage of smaller computational costs. We implicitly assume that present-day transfer functions will hold true also in the future. This assumption of stationarity is a well-recognized drawback that has to be accepted when using any statistical method for future projections. Regarding accuracies, the statistical downscaling used in this study yields ranges of uncertainty comparable to those of costly, high-resolution dynamical downscaling studies that were conducted for different locations on Svalbard41,42.
We use adjusted ERA-Interim data as in-situ reference during the downscaling. These adjusted ERA-Interim data had earlier also been used during the calibration of all parameters of the CMB model12,13,33. The reference period ranges from September 2006 to August 2011. Each of the cloud-cover input time series (Fig. 2) is formed by data from the closest grid point, without downscaling. The time series of monthly PDD sums, snowfall and rain/snow ratio are calculated from the downscaled air temperature and precipitation input time series.
Air temperature was downscaled by combining linear regression and variance inflation techniques13,43,44 following a two-step procedure45. By using this method it was possible to adjust the variance of the daily data as well as their annual cycle46. However, it had to be assumed that the synoptic situation is the only driver for local air-temperature variability45. The original daily GCM air temperatures are downscaled separately for each month i (i = 1, 2, 3, …, 12) in order to account for the intra-annual variability of air-temperature variance in the study area13. In the first step, the synoptic-scale air temperatures of the four grid points j (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) considered (Tsyn,j,i) are adjusted to the reference ERA-Interim air temperatures: 


The parameters ai and bj,i are determined separately for each combination of GCM and RCP by using linear regression (cf. Tables S1 to S10). In the second step, the variances of the various  are inflated to match the variances of the local-scale reference (Tloc,i), i.e. the ERA-Interim data: 


The monthly mean air temperature of the local-scale reference () is subtracted out before the variance is inflated in order to avoid the introduction of artificial biases into the final, downscaled air temperatures Ti13. After the inflation the monthly mean is re-added. Table S11 gives an overview of the accuracy of the various Ti. For CMB modelling, the downscaled air temperatures are distributed over the ice cap by applying a constant linear lapse rate of −7.0 K km−1 that was calibrated from in situ measurements earlier12.
Precipitation was downscaled by combining linear regression and local scaling techniques30,47. This method facilitates an adjustment of the monthly sums derived from daily data and therewith a simultaneous adjustment of the overall annual cycle. However, day-to-day precipitation variability is not affected and thus remains unchanged when compared to the original GCM time series. At first, the synoptic-scale precipitation time series of each grid point j (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) are adjusted to the ERA-Interim precipitation data according to the relative differences between the mean local-scale () and synoptic-scale () annual cycles represented by characteristic means of each month i (i = 1, 2, 3, …, 12) during the reference period: 


Afterwards, the various  are combined linearly to yield the final, downscaled precipitation sums Pi: 


The parameters ci and dj,i are determined separately for each combination of GCM and RCP by using linear regression analysis between the  and the corresponding ERA-Interim precipitation. Tables S12 to S21 document the various parameters ci and dj,i and Table S22 gives an overview of the accuracies of the final Pi. For CMB modelling, the downscaled precipitation is distributed over all elevations z of Vestfonna according to a quadratic scaling function derived from extensive snow-cover studies on the ice cap12,48. 


From the downscaled daily air temperature and precipitation data monthly PDD sums, snowfall sums and rain/snow ratios are derived. For calculation of the quantities cumulative snowfall and cumulative PDD, that are needed during albedo modelling, the respective monthly sums at each elevation of the ice cap are summed up over the course of a mass-balance year, each beginning in September. The monthly rain/snow ratios at each elevation are then calculated as the quotient of the respective rainfall and snowfall sums. The threshold value for discrimination between rain and snow is set to 0°C within the albedo model32.
Mass-balance modelling
The CMB model consists of separate modules for calculation of accumulation, ablation and refreezing with the individual results being summed up to yield the CMB on a daily basis. Daily values of the period September 1 to August 31 are summed up to annual values representing one mass-balance year.
The daily surface accumulation c(z) at elevation z is calculated from the share of snowfall in the scaled GCM precipitation data (P(z)). Below 0°C all precipitation is assumed to fall as snow. Above 2°C all precipitation is assumed to fall as rain. The transition between pure snowfall and pure rainfall is realized on the basis of a hyperbolic function49 that describes the varying shares of both types of precipitation according to air temperature (T(z)): 


The daily surface ablation a(z) at elevation z is calculated using a temperature-net shortwave radiation-index model formulation13,50: 


The temperature (fT = 1.736 mm w.e. K−1 d−1) and radiation (fR = 0.141 mm w.e. W−1 m2 d−1) factors have been calibrated on the basis of mass balance stake measurements for an earlier study13. Spatially distributed global radiation (R) is calculated from modelled clear sky direct solar radiation by considering decreases caused by cloud coverage and increases caused by multiple scattering and reflection between clouds and glacier surface12. The cloud cover is provided by GCM-derived time series (Fig. 2), while the elevation-varying albedo fields (α) are calculated on a monthly updated basis from the downscaled GCM data by applying a minimal, statistical model that was especially designed for application at the ice cap Vestfonna33. Details of radiation and albedo modelling are described in the supplement.
Refreezing is calculated on the basis of the Pmax approach51. Both meltwater produced by surface ablation and rainfall are assumed to percolate down into the snow and firn of the ice cap and refreeze in situ until a predefined maximum amount is reached. For Vestfonna, this amount is assumed to reach 90% of the accumulation sum of the preceding winter season13, i.e. we set Pmax = 0.9. Any further meltwater or rainfall input is assumed to leave the glacier system as runoff. With the value of 0.9 we depart from the original value of 0.6 used by ref. 51. This is done in response to recent findings at neighbouring Austfonna ice cap, where refreezing fractions of up to 100% were assessed52.
Analysis of results
The annual values of the mean ELA time series (Fig. 5) of each RCP are calculated from the annual values of the individual ELA time series that belong to the respective ensemble members. Therefore, some ELA time series needed to be extrapolated beyond the date of equilibrium-line loss in order to obtain complete data availability for ELA averaging. Each extrapolation is done according to the linear temporal trend of the ELA over the modelling period. The trends of the individual ELA time series are derived by linear regression. An overview of all regression equations and their coefficients of determination is provided in Table S23.
The dates of equilibrium-line loss for each RCP are calculated by extrapolating the linear temporal trends of the mean ELA time series. Table S23 also gives an overview of the linear regressions for these trends. Departing from this procedure, the annual values of the mean AAR time series (Fig. 5) of each RCP are directly calculated from the mean ELA time series and not from the individual AAR time series within each ensemble.
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